Drug repositioning framework by incorporating functional information.
As a shortcut for drug development, drug repositioning draws more and more attention in pharmaceutical industry to identify new indications for marketed drugs or drugs failed in late clinical trial phase. At the same time, the abundant high-throughput data pushes the computationally repositioning drugs a hot topic in the area of systems biology. Here, the authors propose a general framework for repositioning drug by incorporating various functional information. The framework starts with the identification of differentially expressed gene sets under disease state and drug treatment. Then the disease and drug are associated by the overlap of these two gene sets via biological function. The authors provide two strategies to assess the functional overlap. In the first strategy, functional relevance are evaluated by leveraging genes' lethality information to reveal drug's potential of curing diseases. In the second strategy, biological process perturbation profiles are identified by mapping differentially expressed genes into pathways and gene ontology (GO) terms. Their associations are assessed and used to rank drugs' potential of curing diseases. The preliminary results on prostate cancer demonstrate that our new framework improves the drug repositioning efficiency and various function information could complement each other. Importantly, the new framework will enhance the biological interpretation and rationale of drug repositioning and provide insights into drug action mechanisms.